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What is a Cultural Mosaic?
I chose to write a reflection paper with a thesis on how this class and trip component
shaped and reshaped my views on France, more specifically Paris and Toulouse and
why I no longer think it is a salad bowl but a ticking time bomb. This reflection with a
thesis will look at my initial misconception of France prior to the course, my views as
they are shaped over the course, my realizations throughout the trip to Paris and
Toulouse and what I foresee in France’s future.
Prior to applying for this program I had a plethora of stereotypical opinions about
France. I was not well versed on their immigration policy, the countries history from the
eyes of its people or even moderately knowledgable on their current government. The
majority of my knowledge came from films, namely Sabrina and Funny Face starring
Audrey Hepburn and Disney’s Ratatouille. The extent of my French history was of that
represented in Sofia Coppola’s Marie Antoinette. I heard France and bread, cheese
and wine came to mind.
I always wanted to learn the language so when I came to college I took my first
classes here at Agnes Scott. After studying French for four semesters, my hunger to
visit Paris only grew stronger, I had been begging my family to take me since I was
twelve. My immature and topical impression of Parisians was that they were creative
and independent, free to be whoever and do whatever, free to not care about anyone

but themselves and I wanted to be like them. To sum this up, Paris and its people to me
were the epitome of cool.
It was not until the Global Awareness trip to France came across my radar that I
started to think about Paris in a new way, a place similar to America where people come
in hopes of making a better life for their families. A place that has a variety of bustling
industries hungry for workers hopeful to create new lives for themselves and their
families. The idea of immigration along with my preconceived notions mentioned on
page one lead me to believe that being an immigrant in France would be an almost
seamless transition.
Since I was under the impression that Parisians were so independent and free, I
thought that they would not have much of an opinion on immigrants or anyone else for
that matter besides themselves. Thinking back on the early 1900s when Josephine
Baker was making her appearances in France and Jazz was making its way across
Paris, it seems as though the country was much more developed in that they were
accepting of others far beyond the level of acceptance that America was extending to
various groups of people at that time. The last of my initial impressions of the country
was that since it is so much older than America, I thought that they were more
progressive. They have had much more time to marinate these ideas of immigration and
acceptance compared to the United States who still struggles with apologizing for our
mistreatment of others from the beginning of our country’s history, our present
immigration policy and general acceptance for others lifestyles and life choices.
Over the course of the spring semester, my views on immigration and France
certainly shifted. The weekly reading assignments broadened my scope on who was

immigrating, when they were and why they were. Most importantly, the course work
snapped me out of my daydreamy vision of France as a walk down the
Champs-Élysées in a Dior ball gown.
I started to see France as a barrier, in some cases it separated immigrant families
with the language and cultural barrier, for others it generated physical distance within
households. This was the case in the first film that we saw as a class. It was
heartbreaking to watch their struggle to fit in especially because they weren’t receiving
much outside help with assimilating into France. This reminded me of my fathers
immigration from the Dominican Republic, his parents left for New York when he was a
small child in order to set up a home and make some money, he and my aunt moved to
New York City a few years later where my father then had to repeat the third grade
because he did not know how to speak english. Unfortunately no one was willing to help
him learn english that first year. Now America has many more programs that help
immigrants learn english through extra courses and after school programs as well as aid
in the transition to living in America.
One course reading in particular fascinated me, it was about a man who was
struggling to determine his identity, either as French or as a man from his country of
origin. I did not see or understand how he could struggle with this decision, why was it
such a difficult decision? My father chooses to identify solely as American now for his
own reasons but I have met several people who have immigrated to America and
comfortably identify as both an American and as whatever they identified themselves as
prior to immigrating. This question of why not both, stuck with me and I hoped to find out
the answer on the trip. (Hint hint, I did)

The most integral part of the course for me was the differentiation between a melting
pot and a salad bowl. America has always been considered a melting pot since its birth
as a country. America metaphorically works as a melting pot because we celebrate unity
within our diversity, we acknowledge it, accept it, and are proud of it, it is the backbone
of this country. The salad bowl image works well for France because it has so many
layers, layers of waves of immigration, brining in different ingredients and identities to
the bowl that is France. At the time of the class, I thought that all of the ingredients in
this salad were complimentary to one another and that together they made the salad
flavorful in a delicious way but this was not the case.
While abroad I found the various districts and quarters to be similar in structure to
most large cities in America. I found it interesting though that many of the local dwellers
of Paris who identify strictly as French did not visit these specific districts (chinatown,
the african quarter and so forth). In Toulouse, the immigrant neighborhoods were far
less frequented by the “French” than the districts and quarters in Paris. This right off the
bat did not gel well with my idea of a cultural salad, this sounded more a like a salad bar
where everybody creates, picks and chooses their own version of the France salad and
every item lives in a specific bin on the buffet line.
Another interesting difference between the “French” parts of the cities and the
immigrant populated areas was the political signage. While in the more popular areas of
the cities there were riots, in the districts and quarters there were many more political
signs, posters and visual activism regarding French politics and global politics (as
shown in images one and two). There was also a stronger sense of community within
these districts, one example that springs to mind is the beautiful community garden in

the immigrant neighborhood of Toulouse (image three). I was a little shocked to not see
flags from other countries in the immigrant neighborhoods of Toulouse and multicultural
districts of Paris. I was even more shocked when upon asking one of the tour guides
why there were not any flags of other countries flying that her response was in a
nutshell that you’re either French or you get out. This was the turning point for me, when
I no longer saw Frances ability to be a salad bowl. It is a bowl of spinach and if you are
not spinach you either need to change and become spinach or get out of the salad
bowl. It was a cultural mosaic without grout to hold the tiles together.
On the trip I witnessed two violent incidence first hand which showed me another
side of France, a side that stands up to violence as unjust and contradicted my initial
opinion of the French as independent and care free of others struggles. The first
incident happened on the train ride home from our first dinner. A young couple was
arguing in the same metro car as our class and nobody interfered while the couple
yelled back and forth at one another. Yet as soon as the man was about to punch his
girlfriend, a swarm of people pulled the man off of the train and hit the alarm to alert the
metro driver. As the man continued to yell at her, the crowd restrained him and did not
allow him to board the train until the police arrived and lead him out of the station. The
reaction of the others swarming in happened much more quickly than I would have
expected, in America there would not have been a crowd holding back this man, it
would have been maybe one or two men. I was impressed by the swiftness of which
these people assembled and worked together to protect her, a woman who they did not
even know.

The other violent situation I witnessed that reinforced my view of the French as
careless towards others problems involved a pic-pocketer who targeted a young French
woman. She handled him very well on her own, searched his pockets, got back a few of
her items too. Unfortunately he was working with a partner who had something else of
hers and things quickly got physical. Again, a swarm of people came in when the man
raised his fist at the woman. The pic-pocket then ran down the street and the mob
chased him. This is another situation that I do not think would result in the same way in
America. These two acts of violence made me feel as though there was a community
here that looked out for one another.
The last item I would like to discuss from my journey was that the general French
public does not talk about their differences or even acknowledge them for fear of
discrimination. From speaking with our guides it was evident that talking about
differences was not a common practice in France. By not talking about differences, I can
not help but feel as though the French are trying to erase their past. To further this point,
I found it very odd that their immigration museum which sugar coated many of the trials
of being an immigrant also doubled as an aquarium and that the only folks who were
actually in the immigration museum were the people on our trip.
Now that I have expanded my knowledge about France I see a whole new country.
Personally I can not see France as a salad bowl, from what I’ve gathered, if you are not
French then you should leave which in the salad bowl analogy means if you are a
tomato hanging out in the French spinach, you must either become spinach or roll out of
the bowl. Their preferred practice of not talking about their differences as people means
that they never actually face their issues, this means that peoples voices are being

silenced. When thinking back upon that piece we read about the immigrant struggling to
determine his identity, his questions now make sense to me. With the pressure being
thrust upon him by the French to be French one would most certainly face an identity
crisis if they are not allowed to ease into their own personal identity of choice.
Quite frankly I believe that France is going to bust. There is so much tension that is
not being talked about, so much segregation by districts and pressure to be French I
can only envision this leading up to a social and cultural explosion. The main problem
with the French not talking about their differences is that it also means they are not able
to talk and find their similarities. We are currently seeing forms of protest large enough
to shut down lines of the metro, to make the news day after day as well as start to see
changes made from these voices. The reactions to violence that I witnessed lead me to
believe that the French can work together and that soon they will to tackle the tough
issues that they have yet to really discuss publicly just like they tackled the man on the
metro and the pic-pocket. Within the next few years I strongly feel that France is going
to face a new challenge of having to talk about their cultural differences, the silent
voices will be heard and diversity will definitely be discussed and hopefully celebrated.

Image One (Bello) Political activism in the African Quarter

Image Two (Bello) Political activism in the African Quarter

Image Three (Bello) Community garden in immigrant neighborhood of Toulouse

